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MGM UNIVERSITY:

MGM University in Aurangabad, established by the revered Mahatma 
Gandhi Mission Trust, a pioneer with 37 years of excellence in education, 
research and service, is now a self- financed State University, approved 
by Government of Maharashtra with the passing of MGM University Act 
2019 by Maharashtra Legislative Assembly and Legislative Council. It has 
the 2(f) status granted by the University Grants Commission (UGC) of India.
Setting a glowing milestone in the higher education history of Marathwada 
region of Maharashtra, its birth amid the world celebrations of the 150 
th Birth Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, in 2019, marks an auspicious 
beginning for MGM University.
Gandhiji’s philosophy and the timeless values that he has taught have 
been the ever-inspiring force of MGM University. Its founded on the 
Gandhian belief that education is for all – and at its core is character–
building and getting students future-ready.
The constituent institutions of MGM University, each of them with a great 
track record of academic excellence and industry placements, are 
Jawaharlal Nehru Engineering College, Institute of Management and
Research, Institute of Biosciences and Technology, Dr.G.Y.Pathrikar 
College of Computer Science &amp; IT, College of Journalism &amp; 
Mass Communication, Institute of Hotel Management, Institute of Fashion 
Design, College of Fine Arts, Institute of Social Science, Institute of Indian 
and Foreign Languages, and Mahagami Gurukul of Performing Arts.
 MGM University assures you of an exhilarating campus life - a safe, 
vibrant, green campus - with an experiential teaching methodology 
adopted for all the programs to get you ready for the new world of 
careers and entrepreneurial opportunities.
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Dear Students,
We are in a world which is facing revolutionary change, uncertainty and inevitable 
interconnectedness, hence there is a responsibility of a higher education sector 
not only to produce knowledge but provide solutions to persistent and complex 
socio-economic problems of our times. It is more important when there is 
mismatch between knowledge and action. Therefore, we need a multi-disciplinary 
orientation in research. Higher education Institutions and universities aiming 
to overcome this disconnection between knowledge production on one hand 
and the demand for knowledge applications to solve societal problems at 
large on the other hand. In view of this, with the Quality legacy of MGM group of 
Institutions in establishing 67 forward looking Institutes, Colleges and Centers of 
education & higher learning as a step ahead in the natural academic growth we  
established the MGM University at Aurangabad, to mark the celebration of 150th 
birth anniversary of father of the nation Mahatma Gandhi.
At present in India there are 911 Universities and among them 333 are private 
universities contributing to the increase in GER (Gross Enrollment Ratio) to 
convert India into a Knowledge Society. The MGM University at Aurangabad, 

CHANCELLOR’S
MESSAGE:

the capital city of Marathwada region is the first self-financed university of this 
culturally rich but economically backward region, (Established by an Act. No. 
XXVI of 2019, Government of Maharashtra). In my opinion Quality Higher education 
has direct correlation with the development of any region or for that matter any 
nation as it develops the quality of human capital for the overall progress of 
the region and ultimately the nation. Following the path of Mahatma Gandhi’s 
philosophy, MGM has made its strong foothold in the world of education, with a 
vision to provide quality education of global standards on the foundations  of 
Indian ethos and culture, leading to man-making and nation-building and there 
cannot  be another auspicious occasion other than 150th birth anniversary of 
Mahatma Gandhi to launch MGM University.
MGM adheres to the Gandhian ideology of ‘Swarajya’ which personifies individual 
growth.MGM essentially focuses on imparting education because it serves the 
purpose of making individuals independent and competent to sustain in the face 
of societal pressures . The Trust also emphasizes on empowerment of women 
by providing quality education. Through its glorious span of 37 years more 
than 64 Colleges , Institutions, Centers and a Health university it is catering from 
primary education at Schools to higher learning in the field of Medical Sciences, 
Engineering , Science and Technology, Agricultural Sciences, Management, 
Humanities, Social Sciences, Sports, and Social Initiatives. I hope the student 
community and parents would support this new academic venture of MGM Trust.

Hon. Shri A. N. Kadam



Dear young friends,

“I am not in competition with anyone but myself. My goal is to to improve myself 
continuously. “ - Bill Gates

We are experiencing transformative times in terms of revolutionary changes 
never seen before by our human kind. Most prominent driving force of these 
pathbreaking transformations is Information Technology/ digital technology. 
Our society seems to become a “Networked Society “ , where all humans around 
the world are digitally connected to each other. In my opinion, presently we are 
living in two worlds simultaneously; one is physical world where we live and 
another is Virtual world. The physical world is a nature’s gift to us and virtual 
world is the man-made technology creation, where IT and Computer Science 
only play vital role.

The present & future of IT & Computer Science is and going to be fascinating 
one. Futuristic Digitech’s are already showing their impact such as Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), Machine Learning, VR (Virtual Reality), 
Augmented Reality (AR), even Mixed Reality (MR) and Extended Reality (ER). The 
Big Data Analytics is going to be major job creator as Big Data is becoming 

VICE CHANCELLOR’S 
MESSAGE

root for policy decisions, businesses and industries. At present we have 30 
zettabytes data in the world and in shortest possible time meaning in the year 
2025, we will be having 175 zettabytes Big Data. Really amazing tech trends are 
giving births to disruptive innovations and start-ups.

This is enthralling tech situation of enormous opportunities in the IT sector. The 
MGM University’s constituent college named after Mahatma Gandhi Mission ‘s 
founding and dynamic secretary late Prin. Dr. Gagadhar Pathrikar is the dedicated 
and reputed college providing higher education in IT and Computer Science with 
requisite infrastructure and knowledgeable qualified faculty members under the 
academic leadership of Dean and Prin. Dr. Prapti Deshmukh. It’s alumni have 
already made their mark in the industry.

Get professionally trained with affordable fee structure, national and global 
exposure as well as empowering workshops by top professionals in the industry. 
We are trying our best to provide Internship to every student and training at 
nationally reputed institutions.

MGM stands for quality and quality stands for MGM, they are synonymous, 
hence be a part of this green and clean campus of MGM University, which is the 
first ever self-financed university of Marathwada region serving like a mission 
of higher education under the visionary leadership of our Hon’ble Chancellor 
Ankushrao Kadam Sir.

Prof. Dr. Sudhir Gavhane



Dear Students,
We are facing a truly unprecedented situation, where the global corona virus 
pandemic is adversely affecting our lives; but together we can surely fight 
against it by innovative approaches  .
MGM Group of Institutions has been recognized by the government as a private 
university due to its quest of imparting quality education since four decades. The 
present scenario in higher education is all about innovation and transformation in 
programs, teaching methods, curriculums, infrastructure as well as the learning 
process where there is more openness having  many  choices (For instance – 
An engineering student can learn mass media, photography, etc. or even an 
arts students can learn Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence.) .Hence, at MGM 
University, we have especially designed Interdisciplinary, Multidisciplinary and 
Trans disciplinary curriculums for an all-rounder exposure to  students. Our 
newly launched programs are according to the future trends of education and 
will create diverse opportunities for employment. We have developed  student-
friendly ambience to extract the best out of the students. 
Esteemed in welcoming you all to join our MGM Team in the development process! 

 Dr. Rajan Welukar
 

PRO-CHANCELLOR’S 
MESSAGE:

It gives me enormous pleasure to be a part of MGM family. I welcome all students, 
staff members and parents to the MGM family where aspirants will be achievers. 
The college has recently been reaccredited by NAAC with A grade is imparting 
quality education to the students. Higher education has the responsibility of 
offering not just knowledge but value-based knowledge. In this scenario we need 
to look at new initiatives in the field of education and create new opportunities 
in the field of Computer science & IT. I wish all the students and staff grand 
success in their future endeavors and extend heartfelt appreciation to the team 
work by staff members through various activities of student council, N.S.S, Earn 
& Learn Cell, Lifelong Learning Cell, Avishkar Research Cell etc. contributing in 
all-round development of students.

Dr. Prapti Deshmukh

PRINCIPAL’S 
MESSAGE



AURANGABAD CULTURE:

Aurangabad city was founded by Malik Amber, the 
Prime Minister of Nizam Shah of Ahmednagar in 1610 

A.D on site of village Kirki (Window) since it serves 
as an opening between the North and South 

Culture.

Aurangabad is a historical City with Ajanta 
and Ellora caves, Deogiri fort, Panchakki, 

Bibi ka Maqbara and Gates and has 
witnessed rapid Industrial growth. 
Aurangabad is the commercial 
capital of the Marathwada region. 
Here the concept of education is 
rooted in the strong foundations 
of history and knowledge of 
modern technology. 

WHY MGM UNIVERSITY?

Pursuing UG and PG Programs in MGM University provides an experience of 
choicest resources that are in consonance with futuristic industry requirements, 
providing you an advantage over your competitors. Reasons to opt for our 
university for your career options:
• The only self-financed private University in Marathwada
• Unique and futuristic curriculums
•  Facilitates research, sports, and other amenities at par with the international 

standards.
•  Secular ethics curriculum prepared by his holiness Dalai Lama will be 

imparted
•  Rural transformation program will be initiated to connect with 

rural societies.
•  Support provided to talented but under privileged 

students to become entrepreneurs.
•  Striving for global exposure and 

empowerment program
•  Aims to establish 50 start-ups annually as 

an entrepreneurial promotion activity 
in line with the Maharashtra state 
government policy of Maharashtra 
Center for Entrepreneurship 
Development (MCED) so that the 
students are job creators, not 
job takers only

•  To promote innovative 
solutions and research 
MGM has initiated through 
the earmarked ‘patent 
mission program’



ABOUT DR. G. Y. PATHRIKAR COLLEGE OF COMPUTER 
SCIENCE & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, AURANGABAD
By considering the growing importance of Computer and Information Technology 
in Business, Management and Industries, MGM has Established “Dr. G. Y. 
Pathrikar College of Computer Science and Information Technology” in 2001. The 
college offers various graduate and post graduate degree Program in Computer 
Science and Information Technology.
The College is ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 Certified & NAAC Re-Accredited with 
‘A’ Grade. With a vision of social, ecological and economical environment 
striving continuously for excellence in total quality education, research, and 
technological service to the nation and to upgrade students in all respect with 
the help of latest infrastructure in the area of Computer Science in order to build 
the National Capabilities, to understand the culture of Non-violence, truth, peace 
through Gandhian philosophy.

VISION

To be an academic institution in dynamic equilibrium in social, ecological and 
economical environment striving continuously for excellence in total quality 
education, research and technological service to the nation. 

MISSION

•  To create and sustain a community of learning in which students acquire 
knowledge and learn to apply it professionally with due consideration for 
ethical and economical issues.

•  To upgrade our students in all respect with the help of latest infra structure in 
the area of Computer in order to build the National Capabilities.

•  To understand the culture of non-violence, truth, peace through learnings of 
Gandhian philosophy.



PROGRAMS
 

UnderGraduate
B.Sc. (Computer Science)

• Intake – 120
• Duration: 3 years Degree Program (Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Direct/Merit basis
• Detail fees ₹ 40000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: XII Sci. with Phy/Chem./Math /Bio. Or any Tech. subject or equivalent 

examination with all subject passed.

B.Sc. (Information Technology)
• Intake – 60
• Duration: 3 years Degree Program (Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Direct/Merit basis
• Detail fees ₹ 40000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees.
•  Eligibility: XII Sci. with Phy/Chem./Math /Bio. or any Tech. subject or equivalent 

examination with all subject passed.

BCA (Science)
• Intake – 60
• Duration: 3 years Degree Program (Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Direct/Merit basis
• Detail fees ₹ 40000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: XII Sci. with Phy/Chem./Math /Bio. Or any Tech. subject or equivalent 

examination with all subject passed.

B. Sc. (Hardware & Networking)
• Intake – 60
• Duration: 3 years Degree Program (Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Direct/Merit basis
• Detail fees ₹ 40000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: XII Sci. with Phy/Chem./Math /Bio. Or any Tech. subject or equivalent 

examination with all subject passed.

B. Sc. (Animation)
• Intake – 60
• Duration: 3 years Degree Program (Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Direct/Merit basis
• Detail fees ₹ 50000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: XII Sci. with Phy/Chem./Math /Bio. Or any Tech. subject or equivalent 

examination with all subject passed.

Integrated M.Sc Data Science (5 years Program)
• Intake – 60
• Duration: 3 years Degree Program (Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Direct/Merit basis
• Detail fees ₹ 100000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: XII Sci. with Phy/Chem./Math /Bio. Or any Tech. subject or equivalent 

examination with all subject passed.



PostGraduate
• M.Sc. (Computer Science)

• Intake – 30
• Duration: 2 years Post Graduate Degree(Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Through CET
• Detail fees ₹ 60000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: Bachelor’s Degree in Science with Mathematics as one of the subjects 

at XII Std. or B.Sc. Having maths /physics / computer science / IT / or any 
relevant computer related recognized as one of the subject or graduate of 
Engineering and technology of this university or any other university recognized 
as equivalent with min. 50% marks (45% for reserved category) can apply.

• M.Sc. (Information Technology)
• Intake – 30
• Duration: 2 years Post Graduate Degree(Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Through CET
• Detail fees ₹ 60000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: Bachelor’s Degree in Science with Mathematics as one of the subjects 

at XII Std. or B.Sc. Having maths /physics / computer science / IT / or any 
relevant computer related recognized as one of the subject or graduate of 
Engineering and technology of this university or any other university recognized 
as equivalent with min. 50% marks (45% for reserved category) can apply.

• M. Sc. (Animation)
• Intake – 30
• Duration: 2 years Post Graduate Degree(Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Through CET
• Detail fees ₹ 100000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: B.Sc. Having physics / computer science / IT / Animation or any 

relevant computer related recognized as one of the subject or graduate of 
Engineering and technology of this university or any other university recognized 
as equivalent with min. 50%marks (45% for reserved category) can appear for 
entrance.

• M.Sc. Data Science
• Intake – 30
• Duration: 2 years Post Graduate Degree(Full Time)
• Admission Procedure: Through CET
• Detail fees ₹ 100000/- tuition fees+18000 University fees+2000 Admission fees
•  Eligibility: Bachelor’s degree in Science (B.Sc.) with one of the subject as 

Mathematics/ Statistics / Computer Science / B.Sc. Computer Science / B.Sc. 
Information Technology /B. C. A. (Science)/Graduate of Engineering and 
technology of this university or any other university recognized as equivalent 
with minimum 50% marks (45 % for reserved category)

Certificate Programs

• Android
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 60 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Java Script
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• VB.Net
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Arduino
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 60 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• PHP
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• C Programming
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Programming in CPP
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Oracle (DBA)
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30
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• Wordpress
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 Duration : 60 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Web Designing
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Python
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 60 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Graphics Design
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• 3D Architectural Design
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 60 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• 2D Animation
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 60 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Video Editing
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• VFX (Visual Effects)
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 60 Hrs
 Intake – 30

Certificate Programs
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 Intake – 30

• Java Script
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• VB.Net
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• Arduino
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 60 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• PHP
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30

• C Programming
 Eligibility: 10th pass.
 Duration : 30 Hrs
 Intake – 30



INFRASTRUCTURE & FACILITIES 
•  Well equipped and updated computer laboratories with internet 

/ Wi-Fi facility.

• ICT based classrooms.

•  Animation studio and animation laboratory with high configured 
systems for animation projects and to work with tools such as 
Animator, Adobe Photoshop, Corel Draw, Adobe After Effects, 
Adobe Flash, Maya etc. (System configuration: Intel Core 
i7 Workstation with 8 GB graphics card, 16 GB RAM and 
1TB Hard disk).

State self-financed university
with 2(f) status of UGC



State self-financed university
with 2(f) status of UGC

• NMEICT – IIT Bombay remote centre

• IIRS remote centre for outreach programmes

•  Online spoken tutorial project FOSS and R.E.S.O.U.R.C.E. 
centre

•  Online free access to journals of International repute 
such as science direct, elsevier, IEEE etc.



• Well furnished boardrooms for meetings.

•  Furnished conference hall for social gatherings and guest 
lectures. 

• World class indoor and outdoor facilities with expert coaches.

• Gym and swimming pool for staff and students.

• Central auditorium and canteen facility.

• Well equipped library facility.

State self-financed university
with 2(f) status of UGC



State self-financed university
with 2(f) status of UGC

•  In terms of safety, girls and boys hostels 
within campus.

• Bank facility within campus.

•  Medical hospital and naturopathy centre 
within Campus.



State self-financed university
with 2(f) status of UGC

•   Natural and healthy breakfast centres within campus, 
‘Arogyam’

•   Safe and healthy environment for girl students, provided 
Security guards at every point within campus.

•   Labs, sports, Gym, medical, cafeteria, laboratory, auditorium, 
hostel, classrooms, library, banks, swimming pool etc.



ACTIVITIES
• National & International seminars
• Guest lectures
• Online NPTEL program
• Certificate programs
• Personality development programs
• Cultural activities
• Sports events & competitions
• Industrial visit
• Entrepreneurship awareness camp
• Avishkar competition
• Skill development program in collaboration with Infosys, Pune
• Alumni Meet

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
• Fresher’s party
• Glitz (Annual gathering)
• Cultural events
• Gandhi Jayanti celebration
• Independence day celebration
• Republic day celebration
• Youth festival

HIGHLIGHTS OF NSS ACTIVITIES
• Cleanliness drives
• Blood donation camps
• Independence day parade
• Republic day parade
• Lectures on social issues
• Women’s day celebration
• Tree plantation
• Firefighting demonstrations
• Old age home visits
• Unnat bharat abhiyan
•  Self defence safety 

awareness 
program



State self-financed university
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MGM CAMPUS



State self-financed university
with 2(f) status of UGC

• SPORTS CLUB & STADIUM
A well maintained stadium with all the amenities 
required in sports and games is situated at oiur 
University to organize various indoor, outdoor 
sports activities and events



SUMEGH SHRIKANT THAREWAL
BATCH 2011.

SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW AT DEPARTMENT 
OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND IT, DR 
BABASAHEB AMBEDKAR MARATHWADA 
UNIVERSITY, 

As an Alumni of MGM’S Dr G Y Pathrikar college of CS 
&IT, I wish to express briefly my personal experience,  my learnings in the areas 
of research and innovations from the expert faculty members of the College 
have been very helpful  in  the current research work that I am pursuing.
My two years at this College shall remain a memory to cherish for a lifetime - full of 
learning opportunities that were full of fun and sometimes with academic grind. 
The international exposure makes you a confident man to face the challenges 
of the corporate world.
My College always believed in helping and guiding its students and it was no 
different during the placement season, we got guidance and encouragement in 
every step to secure placement at reputed organizations.reputed organizations.

SIMI JACOB, 
BATCH 2012. 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICER 
GOOGLE

MGM’s Dr. GYPCCSIT has laid the foundation stone to 
my career in the IT industry. The constant support 
and guidance from the staff at the college introduced 

me to the new opportunities in the world outside and encouraged me to take up 
new challenges. The experienced staff and modern infrastructure helped me 
in my curriculum. I was recruiter by Wipro in my final year of college, and took 
my first step in the IT field. I am currently working as a Program Management 
Officer at Google office, and still keep my head high because of the values I 
learnt from my teachers and proudly share the same with my colleagues.

VISHAKHA TAKALKAR
BATCH 2015

SENIOR PROJECT ENGINEER
WIPRO TECHNOLOGIES

Our college has a safe, professional and friendly 
learning environment with  high quality,dedicated 
teaching staff. Our teachers encouraged us a lot.

Our college focused on extracurricular activities also. we have a well-maintained, 
positive environment. I was encouraged to think for myself, our college 
emphasizes a lot on personality development, as well

ALUMNI TESTIMONIALS



BHAKTI D. KARKAR
BATCH 2016

SOFTWARE QUALITY ANALYST
CENTIUM CONSULTING, PUNE

I had heard it was the best for IT education,when 
I went there  I found that it was all true. All the 
members of the teaching staff were so co-operative.

It’s always about more than book learning in this College.  There were seminars 
on different topics which were useful for us. The quality of the education is 
visible to everyone in the ultimate results!
Now, I am a Software Quality Analyst in Pune.

GIRISH WAGDARE
BATCH 2016

SR. RELATIONSHIP MANAGER
INDUSIND BANK LTD 

This College is a great organization ! 
To put in a few words, I have participated in different 
extra-curricular activities which were conducted by 

our college and I have lead some of them with success.I will never forget the 
Mysore University trip which was related to a conference ISCA 103. It was a great 
opportunity given by our college.
I would like to say I proud to be a GYPian !

RAMANDEEP KALOTI 
BATCH 2016

FASHION DESIGNER & CEO
DREAMAN FASHION HOUSE

I learned real life values and discipline. One of the 
colleges in Aurangabad that gives importance to 
discipline and education.  My teachers and principal 

helped me to become a confident person and pursue all my dreams. 

ATHARAV YELIKAR
BATCH 2019

PROCESS EXECUTIVE
INFOSYS

Dr. G. Y. Pathrikar College of CS & IT is one of the best 
things that happened to me in my life, the education 
they give here, quality of teachers, the campus 

environment in which we did our studies, everything that we got here was 
priceless !
I got my placement in campus.
In the end, I will just say that thank you Dr.G. Y. Pathrikar College for everything.



CHETAN MARLECHA 
BATCH 2014

JUNIOR EXECUTIVE
MAHYCO

MGM GYP was not a college  for me it was a second 
home. I personally feel so because I got attached  
to the staff as they have given me that comfort and 
continuously guided me  for a better future, I had 

enjoyed and introspected about each and every activity in the college. 
As an alumni of batch 2012 ,a very successful batch in campus selections 
,however,I  continued with GYP for MSC in IT till 2014. 

MANPREET KUMAR 
BATCH2018

PROCESS EXECUTIVE
INFOSYS

Passing out from the best known college in 
Marathwada makes a person proud. I have spent 
almost 5 years in this college and these are the 

most worthy years of my life as not only have I been educated but developed 
myself in every aspect.I have completed my graduation and about to complete 
my post graduate from this college itself. The College infrastructure is great, 
students are getting a great healthy environment to study, and faculty of each 
department is highly educated and experienced.
Providing facilities which a student needs, my College provided me with all the 
educational as well as all the curriculum support which a student needs to put 
in 100%.  

AKSHAY SOPAN BANGAR 
BATCH 2017

EXECUTIVE - OPERATION ( MBA - FINANCE 
)
SAVTANTRA MIRCO HOUSING FINANCE 
CORPORATION LTD.

After passing out 12th exam that time we have to take 
a very important decision that’s regarding one’s career. This College provided 
me a great platform to start building my career and widened my vision.
Here I have not only acquired a lot of academic & book knowledge. I have also 
learnt practical lessons of life. On the best things about this College is the 
Placement Cell which offers so many opportunities. I joined Infosys through 
College placement.

BHAIYYA KADUBHAI SHAIKH
BATCH 2017 

PURSUING POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

For some students, college is just a college. You 
attend classes, graduate, and then you begin your 
work life. I don’t think many students have ever 
stopped to think about how much of an impact their 
college has made to them, I have and I can honestly 

say that I would be not where I am today without my college and for that, I owe 
a huge thank you.
I know at times students it can get frustrating and feel that the college is 
against them, but I know how hard the faculty and staff work and how much 
they try everyday to make it all a better place for everyone. And, I want say 
special thanks to Dr. Deshmukh ma’am, Dr. Azade sir, Dr. Kazi sir, Dhawale 
ma’am and all the other teachers. 



MGM students under the close 
guidance and mentoring of 

experienced faculty, learn to 
widen their perspectives about a 
changing world.

Based on Nayi Taleem 
with Gandhian values and 
philosophy, students get an 
opportunity to enrich their 
minds, inculcate a societal 
view, while they acquire a 
deep subject-area knowledge 
to advance in life and get ready 
for emerging careers.

State self-financed university
with 2(f) status of UGC

DR. G. Y. PATHRIKAR COLLEGE OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

MGM Campus, N-6 Cidco,
Aurangabad 431005, Maharashtra, 
India

www.mgmdrgyp.org
Email: mgmdrgyp@gmail.com
Phone: 0240-2473816/9405366348


